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Introduction  

n every human society, conflict is an 

inevitable part of life. It can occur with any 

type of interaction with partners, families, 

friends, colleagues, casual acquaintances or 

even strangers. The issue of conflict and security 

is a global phenomenon (Muhammad-Bande, 

2015). Njoku (2006) posited that conflict has 

been one of the realities of our present human 

existence because it is highly impossible for 

people to interact without any disagreement of 

one form or the other. Continuous deteriorating 

social and economic conditions as well as 

unstable political conditions in most African 

countries have been a source of worry to many 

responsible politicians and citizens. 
Supporting the view above, Nwagbara and Brown 

(2014) cited in Ngige, Badekale and Hammanjoda 

(2016) also opined that conflicts are unavoidable 

in society/organisations because there are 

different interests, which shape organisational 
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ABSTRACT 
Conflict is an 

inevitable part 

of human life; it 

has for long 

been with 

human being as 

behaviour from 

time 

immemorial and 

is found at every 

level of human 

interaction. This 

paper examines 

the role of 

communication 

in conflict 

prevention and 

management in 

Jos Plateau 

state. This paper 

argues that the 

communication 

among parties in 

conflict are 

viewed as a 

source of power 
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wellbeing and conflict and organisational 

existen ce are indissoluble. Also, conflicts exist 

because they are means by which 

organisations make adjustments, 

compromises and learn to adapt to changes. 

Since conflict, organisational success and 

sustainability are inextricably related, it is 

better to rethink how to manage conflict, 

rather than avoid it. Oji and Eme, and Nwoba 

(2014) states that conflicts constitute one of 

the major recurring problems bedeviling the 

socio-political landscape of Africa.  

Conflicts are not new, particularly in 

sociocultural complex societies defined by a 

high number of ethnic nationalities and 

language groups. Ethnicity plays a 

considerable role and sometimes becomes a 

dominant factor in these conflicts. Nigeria is a 

pluralistic society with over three hundred and 

seventy (370) ethnic groups and over one 

hundred and eighty-two (182) million 

populations (NPC, 2017). One of the common 

features of these conflicts has to do with their 

confrontational and violent dimension which 

led to the loss of lives and property of people 

who hitherto lived together in relative 

harmony. 

The challenge of managing Nigeria’s political 

and ethnic plurality has not been an easy task. 

The ethnic problem has posed a number of 

threats to the legitimacy of the national 

government and its ability to offer leadership 

appropriate to the demand of nation-building. 

The mobilization of ethnic sentiments and 

solidarity seeking to gain or retain relevance 

that influence, 

control and promote 

new standards in the 

society and reinforce 

the existing ones. 

Media/ 

communication are 

thus, the principal 

agents for societal 

development, 

democracy and good 

governance and a 

crucial element in 

areas of conflict. It 

opines that the 

media and the 

general public must 

therefore rise to the 

challenge of 

combating rising 

insecurity in the 

nation by embarking 

on communication–

based approaches.  
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has fuelled anxiety, suspicion, fear of domination and outright conflicts. 

Nigeria is a multi-ethnic state experiencing problems caused by 

dominant ethnicity. Ethnic cleavages remain a critical problem to the 

nationhood formation, and conflict eruption is a common phenomenon 

within the multi-ethnic setting. 

In support of the above, Fadeyi and Muhammad (2019) asserted that the 

nature and character of societies are intrinsically conflicting and 

unavoidably underpinned by differences in resource endowments which 

shape human behavior in the quest for both socio-economic and political 

interest. The country is endowed with both human and natural resources 

rife with conflict and violence over communal and/or land issues. These 

issues have constituted a significant number of conflict events and 

violent deaths that result therein. 

A trend of violent communal conflicts spreading through Nigeria in 

recent years has intensified in the past months, leaving hundreds of 

people dead and thousands displaced. Other prominent communal 

conflicts in terms of high casualties include that between the Ife and 

Modakeke communities in southwest, the Jukun and the Kutebs in the 

northeast, and the Kataf and the Hausa-Fulani in the north. Lamidi (2019) 

notes that prominent conflicts have been those between the following 

opposed groups: Ife-Modakeke in Osun State; Yoruba-Hausa in 

Shagamu, Ogun State; Eleme-Okrika in Rivers State; Zango-Kataf in 

Kaduna State (Agrawal 2008); Tiv-Jukun in Wukari, Taraba State; Ogoni-

Adoni in Rivers State; Chamba-Kuteb in Taraba State; Itsekiri-

Ijaw/Urhobo in Delta State; Aguleri-Umuleri in Anambra State; Ijaw-

Ilaje conflict in Ondo State; Basa-Egbura in Nassarawa State; 

and Hausa/Fulani-Sawaya in Bauchi state. Lamidi (2019) observed that 

the impacts of these crises have especially been the loss of lives, the 

displacement of people and the destruction of properties. Ethno-

religious conflicts are part of the most recurring issues in Nigeria’s body 

politic. There seem to be no solution within reach to the accompanying 

of ethno-religious conflict under democratic governance. The 

dominating and minority ethnic group treat each other with suspicion 

and the different religious groups clash at slightest provocation. 
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In addition, these conflicts arise among communities who seek to secure 

territories, conserve socio-economic resources and carry out physical 

development activities and practice customs and traditions on land have 

given birth to untold crises over the ages. In another dimension, these 

have resulted in conflicts that have affected millions of people and 

resulted in lost opportunities in terms of social disorder, economic 

depression and destruction of housing and basic infrastructure in the 

physical development of communities. 

In plateau state, communal conflict along overlapping ethnic and 

religious group boundaries has killed more than 7,000 people in the city 

of Jos and rural areas of Plateau State in central Nigeria since fighting 

first broke out in 2001 (Krause, 2019). The persistent settler-indigene 

conflict in Plateau state reflects the longstanding sense of grievance, 

including a small Muslim community among them, continue to nurse 

against their perceived treatment as second-class citizens by the Hausa-

Fulani. Because the settlers are almost entirely Muslim and the 

indigenous people predominantly Christian, struggle over land 

ownership, economic resources and political control tends to be 

expressed not just in ethnic but also religious terms. The dispute is 

compounded by the fact that, of the settler groups, only the Hausa-

Fulani lay proprietary claim to Jos. As violence recurs, spatial polarisation 

and segregation accentuate social and political divisions; people become 

more conscious of their sub-national solidarity and allegiances and are 

more forthcoming about expressing them (Ogbuleke, 2019). 

To manage or prevent conflict, the first key is communication (Gyamfi, 

2009). However, the most likely sources of conflict in Nigeria are poor 

communication, competition for common but scarce resources, disputes 

over roles, and just plan incompatibility when it comes to approaches 

and outcomes of goals. When used poorly or not used at all, it also can 

be the catalyst that can hurl parties headlong into a conflict. Conflicts 

and fights must be prevented to avoid its adverse consequences like 

stress, anxiety and unnecessary tensions. Gyamfi (2009) opined that 

communication has a big role to play in conflict management. It has been 

observed that poor communication always results in misunderstandings 

and eventually conflicts. Experience has shown that the relationship 
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between communication and conflict and its resolution is double-edged. 

This is so because most conflicts occur as a result of misinformation or 

disinformation and cannot be resolved without effective application of 

communication. Ideally therefore, the communication role in resolving 

conflict is to find out ways of minimizing the destructive aspects of 

conflict and maximizing the benefits of the functional aspects in the 

transactional sharing of meaning between the parties involved in a 

conflict. The functionality or dis-functionality of conflict depends on 

communication skills and its applicability by the parties involved. Poor 

communication causes hurt feelings, anger, frustration, and tends to 

erode relationships, sometimes to the point where the relationship is not 

fixable. Many at times we call these situations personality conflicts, when 

in fact they are a result of poor communication. 

It is based on this therefore; the study intends to examine the Role of 

Communication on Conflict Prevention and Management: A Study of Jos 

in Plateau State. 

 

Concept of Communication 

Communication is human interaction, the transfer of information, effect 

or influence, mutual understanding. Communication involves 

transmission of verbal and non-verbal messages. It consists of a sender, 

a receiver and channel of communication. In the process of transmitting 

messages, the clarity of the message may be interfered or distorted by 

what is often referred to as barriers. Communication requires full 

understanding of behaviours associated with the sender and receiver 

and the possible barriers that are likely to exist. There are also challenges 

with establishing the source of what is to be communicated since this is 

a pre-requisite for program success. Communication processes can be 

classified into two categories namely (i) mass media and (ii) Group 

media. Mass media focuses on reaching a wide audience while the group 

media reaches a specific group with clearly defined characteristics. 

Radio, television and Internet are examples of mass media channels 

while drama, storytelling, music and dance fall under group media 

(Munodawafa, 2008). 
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Communication is a term so pervasive and commonplace in human 

society that it forms the center for human existence and survival both as 

an organized society and as individuals. When it works perfectly, 

humanity experiences some progress through unity of purpose (Njoku, 

2006). Gyamfi (2009) noted that communication (including information 

and education as well) can be defined as diverse, covering a range from 

the simplest conversation between two people to the most 

sophisticated mass medium (Wesseler and Brinkman, 2002). In early 

theoretical models of communication from the 60’s simply saw the 

communication process as an exchange of messages from a sender to a 

receiver with a lot of importance given to the sender and the channel 

used for the transmission. Since 70’s this model has undergone a 180 

degree shift with more emphasis given to the communication process 

itself, understood primarily as exchange of meanings and of the social 

relationships that have derived from such exchanges.  

Currently, communication is considered as a social process designed to 

bring together actors in a two-way process. Viewed this way, the parties 

involved in a communication process are both senders and receivers of 

information and co-creators of knowledge (FAO and GTZ, 2006). Making 

a communication there involves bringing the sender and receiver into a 

consensus through negotiation and dialogue, the result of which is a 

shared knowledge for the right action (Servaes and Malikhao, 2007). The 

decision that are taken subsequent to share knowledge is often taken 

based on the interests, needs, and strength of the parties concern and is 

always coordinated and responsive to such interest and situation of 

either the sender or receiver. According to Richardson (2003), two-way 

communication has been used to coordinate participation in times of 

conflict situations. Parties involved in conflict are able to negotiate and 

arrive at a decision to be communicated further. It is therefore 

reasonable to point out that stakeholders have to communicate, 

negotiate and arrive at a decision that can be further communicated. 

Therefore, communication is a way that one organisation member shares 

meaning and understanding with another. It is the process of passing 

information and understanding from one person to another. 

Communication is the sum of the things one person does when he wants 
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to create understanding in the mind of another. It is a bridge of meaning. 

It involves a systematic and continuous process of telling, listening and 

understanding. 

 

Conflict Prevention and Management 

Conflict prevention is often divided into two categories: direct 

prevention and structural prevention. Direct conflict prevention refers to 

measures that are aimed at preventing short-term, often imminent, 

escalation of a potential conflict. Structural prevention focuses on more 

long term measures that address the underlying causes of a potential 

conflict along with potentially escalating and triggering factors. Former 

UN Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjöld first articulated the concept of 

conflict prevention half a century ago. Since its inception the concept has 

grown in popularity in fields of diplomacy as key actors and institutions 

have increasingly shifted from a culture of reaction to prevention in their 

approach to violent conflict (Zartman, 2000). 

This shift towards a preventive approach to violent conflict has been 

accelerated by a number of moral, political and economic imperatives. 

Needless to say, the human suffering, destruction of communities and 

loss of lives that routinely occur in violent conflicts are the primary moral 

justifications for a preventive approach. 

Conflict prevention is a broad term that refers to a variety of activities 

and strategies within the field of peace building that are deployed to pre-

empt and subsequently neutralise potential triggers to widespread 

violent conflict. 

Operationally, most preventive diplomacy can be placed within two 

broad categories: Direct/operational prevention: Reactive and often 

short term interventions taken to prevent an imminent outbreak of 

violence, i.e. the use of mediators. 

Structural prevention: Long term institutional or grass roots changes 

designed to help create sustainable peace, whilst addressing the 

underlying causes of violence within a community, i.e. development 

assistance. It is also widely agreed that successful conflict prevention 

strategies must take an upstream, community first approach; prioritising 

the needs and concerns of the local communities involved in the conflict. 
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It takes into consideration any measures that prevent violent conflicts 

and strengthen the capacity of concerned actors to act structurally to 

reduce the possibility of conflict. In accordance to the conflict prevention 

model there are many conflict preventive measures. In peace times 

preventive measures aim to strengthen the system structure, which is 

needed for peaceful dealing with conflicts. Thus, peace is not simply 

equal to absence of violence, but rather a situation of so called positive 

peace (Meyers 1994).  

On the other hand, the process of conflict management is the foundation 

for more effective conflict resolution. Conflict management and conflict 

prevention has, in a similar way, been argued to be different sides of the 

same coin. It has also been argued that conflict management is required 

in order to enable the initiation of preventive measures aiming at 

resolving the dispute. Zartman argues that the difference merely exists 

in theory and that both concepts are intertwined in the practical 

implementation. 

 

Multi-culture and Conflict Generation in Plateau State 

The term culture points to the collective material and non-material 

accomplishments of particular groups, their ways of life and the manner 

in which these patterns of behaviour are transmitted from one 

generation to the next (Ngige, Badekale and Hammanjoda, 2016). 

Multiculturalism therefore has in view the whole society through its 

national identity. It imperative to state here that in Nigeria, we are 

multicultural nation with over 350 nationalities, with each entity having 

its own norms, values, beliefs and even language. This has tended to 

influence our ways of living and relationship with our neighbours. Our 

goals and aspirations in life are often a product of our culturally held 

valves (Oyaziwo and Maliki, 2005 cited in Ngige, et al. 2016).  By virtue of 

its complex politically identical and history of chronic and seemingly 

unmanageable conflict and unity, Jos, Plateau state can be rightly 

described as one of the most deeply divided state in Nigeria. 

Multiculturalism encourages ideologies and policies that promote this 

diversity or its institutionalization. In this sense, multiculturalism is a 

society at ease with the rich tapestry of human life and the desire 
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amongst people to express their own identity in the manner they see fit 

(Deepak and Kailash, 2014 cited in cited in Ngige, et al. 2016). Conflict in 

other hand, can occur between two or more individuals because of 

differences in personality, values, and opinions. Conflicts are not 

primarily aimed at eliminating the opponent, but rather serve to 

determine the relative standing, status, or balance of power or share in 

scarce resources that divergent interest groups can secure in a given 

domain of competition. In this kind of conflict, a party may lose a position 

of dominance but may not be totally denied, or left behind of status, 

power or resources, or excluded and eliminated from the field of 

competition. Political scientists also perceive conflict in terms of struggle 

for access to opportunities and life chances within the existing political 

order.  

Conflict is therefore seen as a competition for rights and privileges that 

define citizenship within the nation-state. Conflict is therefore an 

expression of life and an unavoidable reality of every society. They are 

not necessarily socially undesirable. In fact, some conflicts are not only 

predictable but also vital for social change. When people with different 

goals and interests work together, the potential for disagreement is 

always present. Conflicts over ideas, goals, and decision making are now 

considered as inevitable part of management (Elsayed-Elkhouly, 1996 

cited in Gyamfi 2009). 

Over the last decade, the political crisis over indigene rights and 

political representation in Jos, capital of Plateau State, has developed 

into a protracted communal conflict affecting most parts of the state. 

At least 4,000 and possibly as many as 7,000 people have been killed 

since late 2001, when the first major riot in more than three decades 

broke out in Jos. Ten years later, only the heavy presence of military 

and police forces ensures a fragile calm in the city. Tensions between 

ethnic groups rooted in the allocation of resources, electoral 

competition, fears of religious domination, and contested land rights 

have amalgamated into an explosive mix. The presence of well-

organized armed groups in rural areas, the proliferation of weapons, 

and the sharp rise in gun fatalities within Jos all point to the real risk of 

future large-scale violence. 
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Violent Conflicts in Plateau State: An Overview 

Plateau State is located in the North-Central zone of Nigeria and forms 

part of the middle-belt. Jos is the administrative capital of Plateau State. 

Plateau State is one of the most diverse states in the Nigerian federation. 

The region hosts a high concentration of relatively small ethnic 

communities with over 40 languages. The major ethnic groups in Jos are 

the: Berom, Anaguta, and Afizere regarded as indigene groups in Jos and 

are predominantly Christians; other groups which are often referred to 

as settlers are the Yoruba, Igbo and the Hausa/Fulani. The Hausa/Fulani 

group referrers to themselves as Jasawa (people of Jos) to distinguish 

them from the Hausa/Fulani in other states of the Nigerian federation 

(Krause, 2011 cited in Segun and Jegede, 2013).  

Going by the Nigerian census of 2006, Plateau State had as at then a total 

population of 3, 178, 712 (Nigerian Census, 2006). The state has 17 Local 

Government Areas. Jos, the state capital is divided into three Local 

Government Areas; Jos North, Jos South and Jos East. Jos North had as 

at then, a population of 429,300 people; Jos South 306,716 and Jos East 

85, 603. Having taken a purview of the study area, it is important to note 

that violent conflicts in the region is mostly limited to the indigenes and 

the Hausa/Fulani population with other ethnic groups in the region being 

victims most especially when crisis turns religious. What account for this 

development is not far-fetched from the fact that, while other ethnic 

groups in the region apart from the Hausa/Fulani see themselves as 

settlers and they never contested for ownership of Jos, the Hausa/ Fulani 

claim that they are indigenes and should be treated as such as a result of 

their long stay in the Jos (Segun and Jegede, 2013). 

The first major conflicts in Jos was in 1994 when the indigenes and 

Hausa/Fulani group engaged in violent confrontation over the 

appointment of a Hausa candidate to chair the Jos North Local 

Government Council which was created in 1991 by the military 

government of Babangida. It is believed that the military regime created 

the Jos Local Government to satisfy the interest of the Hausa/Fulani 

population in Jos North. The violence immediately took on ethnic and 

religious colouration. In 1998, a small incident between a Berom and 

Hausa man degenerated into what became known as the Bukuru Gyero 
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road fracas, leading to violence, destruction of property and loss of lives 

(Egwu, 2004 cited in Segun and Jegede, 2013). 

In 2007, the state of emergency left the political conflict in Jos 

completely unaddressed. The confrontation between the indigenes and 

the Jasawa continued over the following years. Time and again, Jos 

residents feared an imminent outbreak of another round of violent 

clashes. The emergency rule then seemed to have offered a respite, as 

no major crisis was recorded in 2007 until 2008 when a crisis which trailed 

the 2008 local government election in Jos North Local Government area 

claimed property worth billions of naira and scores of people killed. It 

was the year Governor Jang became the governor of the state and the 

Fulani’s viewed him as opposition with Beron motive. The political 

tension, expectations from the indigenes the settlelers were very high 

(Oche, 2013 cited in Ogbuleke, 2019). 

In 2010 crisis, Ogbuleke (2019) narrated that on Sunday 17 January, 2010, 

a misunderstanding over a deserted building undergoing renovation in a 

densely populated area of Dutse Uku in Fraka district of Jarawa 

snowballed into a physical face-off between the natives and the 

Hausa/Fulani. This soon led to an attack on Christians worshiping at 

ECWA Church Nasarawa, Jos. Ogbuleke, (2019) noted that “Akanji who 

resided in Nasarawa Gwong said in an interview that Christians 

mobilized, blowing a whistle and asking people to come out and fight for 

Jesus”. Ever since; the region has plummeted into a deadly cycle of 

reprisal and revenge attacks. Numerous small-scale attacks, silent killings 

of individuals revealed in the wrong neighbourhood, and two major 

massacres in villages close to the city mark 2010 as the worst for Jos: at 

least 1,000 people were killed and more than 18,000 displaced. The series 

of violent events culminated in the detonation of several bombs on 

Christmas Eve. Bomb explosions were a novelty to Jos. Within the 

twinkle of an eye, the minor incident had become a big problem which 

soon engulfed the entire. 

Furthermore, 2011 was a particular bloody year. The people that were 

killed in the first six months runs into hundreds. In fact, between 15 

August and 12 September, more than 150 peoples lost their lives, with 

about 50 records in a week. Victims of the gruesome killings included 
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pregnant women, children and an entire family. The sudden upsurge of 

violence in this particular period was also accompanied with regular 

silent killing (ICG, 2012 cited in Segun and Jegede, 2013). The city of Jos 

was rocked with three suicide bombings between December 2011 and 

March 2012 which Boko Haram was suspected to have orchestrated. The 

first on Christmas Day 2011, claimed about fifty lives mostly in churches 

as churches were targeted in the attack. Having given a purview of cases 

of violent conflicts in Jos, the next section discussed causes of violence 

in the region. 

In 2012 crisis, the state has recorded regular deadly hostilities between 

the Fulani and the natives, especially the Berom. In the northern part of 

the state, especially Barakin-Ladi and Riyom local government areas have 

experienced unprecedented attacks from the Fulanis, leading to the 

death of innocent people and loss of property worth billions of naira 

destroyed. As result of these attacks, many villages have been deserted 

while farming which is the basic occupation of the people has been 

abandoned for fear of attacks. According to Adonmadon Helen cited 

Ogbuleke (2019), the unfortunate scenario reached its peak with the 

deadly invasion of close to ten villages in both Barakin-Ladi and Riyom 

local governments by gunmen suspected to be Fulani herdsmen alleged 

to be mercenaries from neighbouring Chad and Niger Republic on the 

invitation of the local Fulani on ground. The attacks on the villages of 

Kakuruk, Kuzen, Ngyo, kogoduk, Ruk, Dogo, Kufang, Kpapkpiduk, and 

Kai in Gashishi District of Barakin-Ladi Local Government area of the state 

were so deadly and beyond imagination. The well-coordinated attacks 

which lasted for several hours simultaneously in all the villages left no 

fewer than 140 people dead (Interview: Adonmadon, 2013). 

 

Conflict Prevention and Management: the Role of Communication 

Communication can engender conflicts, can escalate conflicts and it also 

can prevent conflicts, help in conflict management and resolution 

activities. When dealing with any conflict communication represents a 

very important factor. Hence, the importance of communication in the 

organisation is important because of: the company’s goal setting and 

their carrying out, the development of plans towards their realisation, 
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human and other resources management in the most successful and 

appropriate way, the choice, the progress and the performance 

evaluation of the organisation members, the management, guiding, 

motivating and creating a climate in which people want to contribute, 

the control over realisation. Communication in the organisation 

represents a complex system of the flow of information, orders, wishes 

and references made out of two partially complementary systems: 

formal communication network and informal communication network 

(Ngige et al., 2016). 

Communication is an irreducible element of peace building. Effective 

prevention depends on finding ways of engagement that are 

appropriate to specific circumstances. No one formula will fit all 

circumstances, and to pretend otherwise is both presumptuous and 

risky. Because every emerging conflict situation differs, a great deal of 

latitude and flexibility must be given to those who devise and implement 

preventive strategies both on the ground and at headquarters (Lund, 

2002). 

Conflicts are mostly caused by communication breakdown between and 
among parties. And each party no matter what its goals are, must 
achieve minimal level of competence in communication just to survive as 
a free and independent entity. Beyond these minimal levels of 
competence, however, our worth to one another and to all mankind is 
directly linked -t o our communicative abilities. Parties to a conflict 
normally have something at stake and for it to be resolved, tension 
reduced and a step forward made, there must be a level of mastery of 
knowledge. To be able to communicate their stand effectively for others 
to appreciate knowledge must be put into practice. None of the conflicts 
that have confronted man would have been resolved without the means 
of storing and exchanging information efficiently and rapidly for 
cooperation with one another for mutual benefits. The discovery of our 
problem is based on our willingness and skill in communicating with one 
another symbolically. Clearly, it is imperative that we acquire a better 
understanding of how communication works and of what we can do to 
make it work better. 
Indeed, there is no gainsaying that communication is central to many 
aspects of work in conflict and post-conflict settings. The use of 
traditional or mass media (radio, TV, print journalism) has long been 
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acknowledged as playing a crucial part in providing information and 
messaging that can shape popular views. 
Communications is important in solving conflicts because it can increase 
understanding and reduce the risk of jumping to conclusions or making 
generalizations. It is important to understand first the sources of most 
conflict situations. To manage or prevent conflict, the first key is 
communication (Gyamfi, 2009). As the world in which we live becomes 
increasingly interconnected technologically, economically, and 
governmentally developing a greater level of meaningful dialogue, 
heartfelt communication, and mutual understanding shall be necessary.  
In addition, Gyamfi (2009) asserted that upholding the dignity of 
humanity regardless of our ideology, agenda, and aims will best serve us 
all. For this reason every individual and the global community collectively 
will benefit enormously from developing the skills of communication, 
negotiation, and effective conflict dispute resolution. A lot of the conflict 
in our lives comes from how we communicate with others. Ineffective 
communication creates conflict even in situations where there is no real 
conflict issue or disagreement about a substantive issue. The author 
believes that poor communication causes hurt feelings, anger, 
frustration, and tends to erode relationships, sometimes to the point 
where the relationship is not fixable. Many at times we call these 
situations personality conflicts, when in fact they are a result of poor 
communication.  
Idris (2020) pointed out that the media can play a positive role in peace 
building/conflict prevention. Recognition of this has led to increasing 
programmes on media/communications and peace building, with 
common interventions including training of journalists, and 
development of pro-peace programme content. However, there are 
significant challenges in designing and implementing such programmes, 
and even more in evaluation. While some interventions have generated 
positive results (e.g. reduced election-related violence), evidence is 
limited and it is hard to make causal links between interventions and 
impact. The media can serve as a driver of peace in diverse ways: building 
bridges between people and groups; improving governance; increasing 
knowledge of complex issues; providing early warning of potential 
conflicts; as an outlet to express emotions; and as a motivator for action 
to promote peace. Types of media/communication interventions for 
peace building can also be very diverse, including: media monitoring; 
media professionalization programmes; peace journalism training; 
international broadcasting; promotion of an enabling legal and 
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regulatory environment; using media to convey peace building 
messages; citizen journalism initiatives; and crowdsourcing initiatives to 
collect and share information. The type of intervention will depend on 
the context, in particular on the stage of the conflict cycle. 
Therefore, this paper argues that the communication among parties in 
conflict are viewed as a source of power that influence, control and 
promote new standards in the society and reinforce the existing ones. 
Media/ communication are thus, the principal agents for societal 
development, democracy and good governance and a crucial element in 
areas of conflict. It can be suggested that media are both a friend and a 
foe to a peace process. Media/communication can foster human security 
and there is evidence that wrong communication can reinforce motives 
for fuelling wars. They can be instruments for peace and conflict 
management, which promotes messages and strategies that can lead to 
peaceful agreements and tolerant behaviour in a given society. Media/ 
communication can also be a weapon of violence that propagate biased 
information and manipulate societies or groups in conflict with divisive 
ideologies and harmful actions. Thus, the media/ communication have 
become pervasive and extremely influential in attitudes towards conflict. 
The role of media in conflict has increased its place in public attention. 
There are efforts to promote the use of media to facilitate conflict 
resolution and peace media. 
Finally, in a multicultural nation like Plateau state and Nigeria at large, 
lack of information and adequate communication can, at any stage of a 
conflict, make people desperate, restless and easy to manipulate. Ngige 
et al., (2016) observed that the ability to make informed decisions 
strengthens societies and fosters economic growth, democratic 
structures and the positive outlook on the future. For this very reason, 
the United Nations Millennium Declaration stressed the need to ensure 
the freedom of the media to perform their essential role and the right of 
the public to have access to information. If democracy is to work 
properly, society needs access to news and information; analysis of the 
status quo, debate, practical information and exchange as well as 
entertainment are needed and provided by the media. 
 
The Way forward 
Ethno-religious crises in Jos, Plateau state, have presented many 
challenges that border on security and the corporate existence of the 
State. What we are witnessing through these crises is a transfer of 
aggression from one grievance to innocent Nigerians. For example, in 
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the Jos crises, Ogbuleke, (2019) noted that the Hausa-Fulani have been 
piqued against Christians instead of confronting Plateau State 
Government in order to resolve their areas of disagreements. Similarly, 
in the Boko Haram crisis, fellow Nigerians were killed as a result of 
grievances arising from government’s failure to address poverty, 
unemployment corruption and bad governance which affects both 
Christians and Muslims.  
It is the position of this paper therefore, that, the settler-indigene 
question has weakened patriotism, commitment to national ideals and 
true nationhood, giving rise to parochialism, ethnicity and other 
cleavages, which ethno-religious jingoists exploit for their interest and 
advantage. Bala posited that “we have, in fact, generated from 
regionalism to statism, from statism to ethnocentrism and from 
ethnocentrism to egoism.” He further stated that the ethnic card is 
played in such a way that everyone wants the next President or Governor 
or even Bishop or Imam to be from his village (Bala, 2013 cited in 
Ogbuleke, 2019).  
The media and the general public must rise to the challenge of combating 
rising insecurity in the nation by embarking on communication–based 
approaches that would effectively stigmatize such acts in the society.  
The findings revealed that the form of communication strategies used 
during the pre-conflict and conflict situation was by electronic media like 
the radio, mobile phones; Radio stations; printed media such as the daily 
newspapers; magazines; posters depicting peaceful co-existence; 
government information van moving from community-to-community for 
public education, consultations with the parties involved in the conflict; 
stakeholders meetings; and face-to-face communication with the leaders 
of various parties.  
The availability of new information technologies and media such as 
internet, rural radio, mobile phones and TV open more channels for 
communication and give the chance for wide access to information. As 
population grows and technology evolves accordingly, these channels of 
communication changed as well. When communication increases or 
when communication decreases during conflict or crisis, once hostility 
becomes entrenched, channels of communication quickly degraded. 
It was noted that from that the unprofessional conduct of some 
electronic media and printed media was one of the causes of conflict in 
the district. Programmes and news by some media houses escalated 
conflicts and disputes. Gyamfi (2009) argues that rumour mongering, 
distortion of the truth with intent to destroy a party, misrepresentation 
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of opinion of one party, quoting people out of context, reporting from 
only one side of the conflict and thus misleading the general public were 
among some of the factors as causes of conflict.  The author noted that 
some of the journalists used language that is pervaded by the doctrine 
of ethnic nationalism, dramatization of conflict situations and 
theorization of violence with the view of selling more copies of their 
newspaper and magazines. 
The government and the two religions (Christianity and Islam) often in 
conflict should create a forum that will promote inter-faith tolerance in 
Nigeria and Plateau State in particular. 
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